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Introduction
We all seek to find God in our lifetimes. That statement can mean many different things. It is an
honor and a privilege to be able to communicate and to cooperate with our One True God. It is an
honor to work with our One True God to achieve parenthood and to participate in the development of
human life. It is an honor to work with God to achieve our destiny and to work to work with our
brothers and sisters throughout the world to create a better life for ourselves and for our children.
Finding God in our lives has to do with understanding His will in our lives. We have to
understand what God wants us to achieve for Him in our lives. We must come to understand what God
wants us to do to make our Human Family happier and closer to Him. We must understand that we
must show love for our brothers and sisters around the world by helping them to understand that we
have nothing to gain by being destructive toward ourselves or to be destructive toward others.
Finding God is about finding the ways to teach our kids and young adults about the dangers of
substance abuse and of engaging in high risk behaviors. God wants His adults to be role models for His
children and for His young adults. We must teach our children and young adults by example. We must
help them to understand how to positively respond to the guidance and the expressed needs that God
will have for all of us when we have to help God to help others.
Finding God is about experiencing the miracle of the creation of a human life inside of God’s
Factory of Human Life inside of a woman’s body. Finding God is about working with our partner of the
opposite gender to develop a new human life for the rest of our lives. Finding God is about experiencing
the love that parents will share with a young baby and with a young toddler as they progress through
the first stages of human life.
The love that we share with our children is the love that all of us share with our One True God.
That powerful love that God shares with us helps us to understand how to benefit from the creation and
from the development of human life. God wants us to understand the love that He will have for us
when we achieve our goal of finding Him.
Scientists try to find God by investigating the universe. Scientists try to find God by investigating
Humanity. Scientists and engineers try to find God by working on projects and investigations that
contribute to the increased standard of living of all of our brothers and sisters all over the world.
Scientists find God when they discover that God oversees an ecosystem that creates all the food, water,
and other materials that we need to exist as human being. God also creates all of the nonhuman life
that supports the existence of human life in His Universe. God creates, supervises, and sustains the
forces of nature that help us to work with God to create and to sustain the existence of all human life.
Scientists help us to find God when we need help in order to deal with our problems and
hardships that are too difficult for us to resolve without the help of our Supreme Being and without the
help of others that work with the Supreme Being that help us to find God in times of crisis and suffering.
God chooses scientists to work with Humanity to help all of us to find God. Scientists exploit
their relationships with God to help all of us to live better lives and to have a higher standard of living.
God works with our scientists to help us to understand how to take advantage of God’s Universe in
order to find the best ways to live, to create human lives with God, and to develop human lives.
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The Missions of Science
Achieving a Higher Standard of Living
Scientists and engineers try to find God in order to accomplish their goals in their careers. The
Holy Spirit also plays big roles in the accomplishments of scientists and engineers. God and the Holy
Spirit want Humanity to mature into a family of people that will love each other and that will achieve
their Attachment to God. God and the Holy Spirit want the work of scientists and engineers to
contribute to the progression of human life throughout God’s Human Creation.
God and the Holy Spirit want to work with our scientists and engineers to improve and to
develop the overall standard of living for all of our brothers and sisters all over the world. God and the
Holy Spirit want the work of our scientists and engineers to lead us and our children to lead better and
more productive lives. God wants our economies to mature that that we will be able to buy more
merchandise with less money. Our scientists and engineers want to work to stop poverty and starvation
all over the world by finding God and by working with God to achieve the highest elevation of our
overall standard of living all over the world in our history as God’s Human Family.
Our scientists and engineers can accomplish incredible things when they find God. Finding God
means that our scientists and engineers can communicate with God. Our scientists can receive guidance
and support from God and from the Holy Spirit. Our scientists and engineers can receive special powers
so that they can work to accomplish superhuman things in order to increase our standard of living. God
offers solutions and works with scientists and engineers to solve problems when they have achieved an
Attachment to God and when they have succeeded to find God.

The Betterment of Humanity
Scientists that have succeeded in finding God can use their relationships with God to contribute
to the betterment of Humanity. They can help our brothers and sisters that are mentally ill to find ways
to achieve the best lives that they possibly can achieve. Scientists can improve the quality of the food
that we eat. Scientists can improve the type of education that our kids receive in our schools. Our
scientists can work with God to stop violence in our communities. They can help our schools to solve the
problems that arise from growing pains and raging hormones by working with God and with the Holy
Spirit to solve those problems.
Our scientists that have found God and have achieved an attachment to God can work with God
and the Holy Spirit to help our students to understand the benefits of daily prayer and of making a daily
effort to understand the will of God in their lives and how to achieve the will of God. Our scientists must
help our students to realize the kinds of behaviors and harmful thoughts that lead God to feel pain and
to suffer over what we have the power to do to Him.
Scientists have to help all of us and our students that the Betterment of Humanity is about being
sensitive to the different ways that we can make God suffer and to the different ways that we can bring
joy to God. Scientists have to help us to understand that their mission to achieve the betterment of
humanity will only work if we make a collective effort to bring joy to God in the things that we do for
Him and for our brothers and sisters. We must work with scientists to do constructive things.
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We Are All Brothers and Sisters
God has created all of us in His Image and Likeness. God gives all of us the ability to feel the
same emotions that we feel toward others that we feel toward others and toward Him. We all have to
answer to the same Supreme Being that created all of us. That means that we must come to love God
and to respect the efforts of scientists to find God on our behalves.
Scientists look to find God and to communicate with God throughout their entire careers. We
must also try to achieve an Attachment to God through daily prayer and by allowing God to guide us
away from behaviors that will offend Him and toward behaviors that will honor Him. We must
recognize that we are all Part of God and that the love that God shares with all of us is the love that we
should share with Him and with all of our brothers and sisters throughout the world.
There is nothing that makes any one of our brothers or sisters any different than any of us. We
are all equal to one another in the eyes of each other and in the eyes of God. We all have the same
capability to work with each other to make the Human Experience better for all of us by investing in the
investigations of our scientists. We must support the efforts of our engineers as they will work with God
and with the Holy Spirit to create inventions to will contribute to the progression of Humanity.
We are all living beings that come into existence because of the intervention of God in the lives
of our parents. We are all one family because we all come from our One True God. We have an
obligation to God to show love and affection to each other just as God shows love and affection toward
us. We must work with scientists and our brothers and sisters to achieve a universal attachment to God.

We Must Help God to Develop Human Life
It is our obligation to God to work with Him and with a partner of the opposite gender to
participate in the creation and the development of all human life throughout the God’s Universe. God’s
purpose for existing is to create, to develop, and to maintain the existence of all human life in His
Universe. We must help Him to achieve His purpose by helping Him to create and to develop as many
new human lives as can be humanly possible.
Sexual intimacy between a man and a woman leads God to believe that the man and the woman
are candidates to achieve the creation of life with God through a pregnancy. The main purpose of a
marriage between a man and a woman is to work with God to create and to develop new human lives
for Him within His Creation. We must show appreciation to God for the way that He has created us by
helping Him to create and to develop other human lives.
The development of a new human life is a joint operation between the mother and the father of
the new child while they cooperate with God. God guides parents to develop their children and young
adults properly. God participates in the development of a child at all of the stages of human
development. The stages of development are: infancy, toddler, child, young adult, and adult. God also
guides the babies and children to understand how to function and how to understand the difference
between right and wrong.
God helps parents to form a loving relationship with each other their children. God teaches
parents about how to teach children to pray at an early age so that they can begin to develop their
relationship with God as toddlers.
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Solving Conflicts through Peaceful Confrontation
Do we have anything to gain by resolving our conflicts with others by resorting to using violence
to do so? What does using violence really accomplish when we are trying to resolve our conflicts with
others? Does God tolerate violence as a remedy toward resolving our conflicts between each other and
between ourselves and Him?
We can work to solve our problems with each other by showing love and understanding for our
fellow brothers and sisters. We can work with scientists, mental health professionals, diplomats, and
God to understand that we need to resolve our conflicts through sympathy, kindness, and affection
toward our brothers and sisters all over the world. We must show love for our brothers and sisters in
front of God so that He can help us to end our conflicts with our brothers and sisters all over the world.
Mental Health Scientists and Religious Leaders could work with negotiators and with God to
help all parties that are involved in conflict all over the world to come to understand that we must
respect God by resolving our conflicts by peaceful confrontation and not by using violence.
God loves all of us regardless of whether we make mistakes or have the impression that we can
have hurtful and destructive thoughts toward our brothers and sisters because we have conflict with
them. However, God does not tolerate the existence of hurtful and evil thoughts that will motivate us
to injure and to try to kill any of our brothers and sisters anywhere in the world.
We must show respect for God by refusing to continue to have thoughts about using violence
against our brothers and sisters to solve our conflicts with them. We must be willing to work with God
and all other parties that are involved to end our conflicts through peaceful confrontation and through
peaceful negotiation.

What is Right and Wrong for Our Students?
It is a good thing when students learn how to read and write. It is a good thing when students
do well in their math studies. It is wonderful when they are promoted into higher grades.
However, how do they come to understand the difference between right and wrong? Scientists
can teach them about family-planning issues. Law enforcement officers can teach them about which
street crimes to avoid. Religious leaders and mental health professionals can teach our students about
what types of behaviors hurt God and hurt others. Reading, writing, and arithmetic are only one half of
what our students should be learning.
Our students may be considering becoming sexually active outside of wedlock and without any
income as undergraduates in either a high school or a college. These students should have access to
family planning counseling so that they can understand consummation issues, birth control issues, and
issues that have to do with sexually transmitted diseases and unplanned pregnancies. Family planning
counselors should exist in all of our schools.
Mental health professionals must work with God to help our students to understand which of
their behaviors actually hurt God. Our main goal in our relationship with God is to make Him happy with
us and to honor Him with our accomplishments and behaviors. So we have to teach our students about
how to help them to avoid behaviors that offend God.
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Understanding How God Maintains Life
Our Scientists must work together to try to understand how God maintains the existence of all
life in the universe. God creates and maintains all human and nonhuman life.
God creates nonhuman life to support the existence of human life. Nonhuman life is a source of
food and nourishment for human beings. Nonhuman life exists to give us to work with God to
participate in the process of the creation and the development of all human life.
Scientists must understand the relationship that God has with His Universe. They investigate
how the universe functions under the direction of God to support all human life that exists as the
responsibility of God. Our scientists understand that the Universe is huge and limitless. The Universe
can support an infinite amount of human and nonhuman life.
Scientists can try to find God by investigating His Universe. Scientists can work to understand
the interrelationship between matter, space, and energy that supports all of the functioning of the
entire universe. God and the Holy Spirit guide our scientists in their investigations of the Universe
because God wants scientists and all human beings to find Him through scientific exploration and
scientific research.
All life emerges from a small seed or from a single cell. Scientists can try to find God when they
will investigate how human and nonhuman life emerges from a single cell or a single seed. Scientists
can find God by manipulating their understandings about the origins of human life and nonhuman life to
contribute to the betterment of Humanity’s relationships with God. That helps everyone else to find
God.

A Mutual Effort to End God’s Suffering
Scientists must work with all of us to end the way that we all are guilty of causing pain and
suffering for God. Scientists must also work with God and with the Holy Spirit to end human suffering as
well. We must investigate why some of us feel the motivation to hurt ourselves, to hurt others, and to
hurt God. Scientific investigations can help us to understand the underlying reasons for the thinking and
the justifications that lead to behaviors that make us, others, and God to suffer.
God did not create us to make Him suffer. God did not create us to make each other suffer.
God did not create us to live in incarceration. God did not create us to be convicted of committing
crimes. God did not create us to destroy ourselves with illegal drugs, the commission of crimes, or to be
infected with sexually transmitted diseases.
The main goal of science is to investigate ways to bring peace between the members of
Humanity and with God. Scientists will investigate the issues that we have with God. Scientists will
work with religious leaders to understand what we can all do to stop the escalation of our conflict with
God. Finally, our scientists and religious leaders can go to God to try to achieve a mutual understanding
about how to resolve our issues with God. We cannot continue to show cruelty toward God by
conspiring to hurt each other or by carrying out attacks against each other. We cannot continue to
achieve a Detachment from God that will allow us to believe that we can abuse and injure our brothers
and sisters without facing the anger of God’s Criminal Justice System.
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We Must Defeat Mental Illness
The main goals of our Behavioral Health Scientists will be to help people that have mental
illnesses to achieve an Attachment to God and to live normal lives that are free of incarceration and of
substance abuse.
Our Behavioral Health Scientists must work to find God through prayer and through their efforts
to find the goodness that exists in the patients that have been diagnosed with mental illnesses and the
family members and loved ones that want these ill persons to live a normal life.
Psychiatrists and Psychotherapists work together to try to find God in the way that they try to
defeat the demon of mental illness. They want God to intervene in the lives of their mentally ill patients
so that the patients will achieve a life-saving attachment to God. It is important to understand that the
main consequence of mental illness is that a mentally ill patient will suffer a complete detachment from
God. That detachment from God is what causes the patient to become a threat to himself or herself
and/or a threat to others.
Behavioral Health Scientists must understand that daily prayer and an effort to reestablish a
mentally ill patient’s relationship with God are the two most important components to a patient’s
efforts to defeat mental illness.
Psychiatrists and psychotherapists must try to find God in their careers as behavioral health
scientists in order to help their patients to find God in their lives. The effort to find God, psychiatric
treatment with medications, and psychotherapy give a patient with mental illness the best possible
chance of being able to live a normal life.
All of our Behavioral Health Scientists must achieve an Attachment to God in order to help
patients to survive their mental illness by repairing the patient’s damaged relationship with God. That is
how our psychiatrists and psychotherapists will save the lives of our mentally ill patients.

Understanding How God Functions
Scientists that will investigate God will understand that God manages a Universe that supports
the existence of all human and nonhuman life. God has His Own Laws of Physics and Laws of Chemistry
Which He follows in order to make sure that He manages the universe correctly. However, we have to
understand that certain parts of the universe are lifeless. Does God exist in a lifeless part of His
Universe? Only God understands the answer to that question.
God manipulates His Universe to create and to maintain human and nonhuman life. God also
has human emotions. God probably has some type of personality. God is a being that understands
human relationships because we are all Part of God and our abilities to be emotional with Him and with
others come from God.
We would like to have one to three children in our lifetime. God likes all women in the world to
give birth to billions of babies over the years. God is a factory of human and nonhuman life that loves to
convince a male and female partner to achieve a loving intimacy that will lead to the creation of a
human life inside of God’s Factory of Human Life inside of a woman’s body and that will lead to a
childbirth. Scientists have to understand that God is a factory of life that cannot stop producing life.
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We Can Achieve Eternal Life
God has promised us that we will exist as part of His Universe forever. However, why does
death exist? What is reincarnation? Does God fulfill His promise of giving us eternal life by letting us go
from one life and then transferring us to an entirely new life?
Scientists have to understand that none of us actually disappears from the universe. God does
not destroy Part of Himself. God cannot just destroy any of us to make us disappear forever. Scientists
will come to understand that the universe will never just turn off and become an eternal darkness.
Causing someone to die is God’s decision and it is only God’s decision. We can face very serious
punishment if we believe that we are justified in murdering another human being under any
circumstances. We have to understand that God deals death because He is the One that makes
decisions about life and/or death. We do not make decisions about life and/or death because we do not
create life on behalf of God. We have no business in trying to destroy human life that God has created.
Maybe babies cry when they are born because they have to relive their lives all over again after
suffering a death in their previous life. Reincarnation can be very traumatic for anyone that has gone
through it. Having to rebuild your life from the time that you are a new infant can be an effort in
frustration which can lead to pain and suffering. God believes that souls that qualify for reincarnation
into a new life deserve their suffering because of what has happened to them in their previous life.
Our scientists must go to God to investigate the reality that human life is eternal. Scientists
must investigate whether or not human life ever really ends. Our scientists have to warn us about the
consequences of participating in a wrongful death because of the suffering that God can cause for us if
He catches us in trying to destroy a human life or in destroying a human life.

Discovering Our Human Potential
We all have a certain amount of potential that God has given us to achieve goals and
certifications that will allow us to participate in the universal betterment of Humanity. Scientists seek to
use their talents and potential to investigate God’s relationship with Humanity in order to end the
conflict and the suffering that exists between our human family and God. Scientists must try to stop our
conflicts with God from continuing to provoke Him to make us suffer.
Our scientists work with God to make the Human Family a better environment for all of us. Our
scientists want all of us to find a lasting peace between ourselves and between ourselves and God.
Scientists want us to discover our potential so that we can use our talents to work with God to work to
make Humanity a better mechanism of love between all human beings and a better mechanism for
showing unconditional love for God.
Our potential to do good things for Humanity comes from God and from the Holy Spirit. They
expect us to accept their guidance when they want us to use our talents and potential to help our
brothers and sisters all over the world. God and the Holy Spirit want us to help Humanity to achieve a
stronger Attachment to God by exploiting the potential that they have given to scientists to help
Humanity. Our scientists must use the potential that God has given to them in order to begin to resolve
Humanity’s conflicts with God and to end our conflicts with each other. We must use our God-given
potential to help others, to help God, and to help ourselves to understand that we cannot betray God.
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Achieving Parenthood is Part of Our Mission
God appreciates it when a husband and wife decide that they want to start a family. God
appreciates the effort to engage in sexual intimacy between a male and female partner that allows Him
to initialize a woman’s pregnancy. God appreciates it when a couple wants to receive the gift of a
human life from Him. God always looks forward to working with new parents to properly develop their
young babies and toddlers. All parents work with God to develop their kids at all stages of their
development.
We are obligated to work with God to create and to develop human life because He worked
with our parents to create us and to work with them to bring each of us into the world. We must show
our appreciation to God for giving us a chance to be born into the world and to be developed by our
parents by helping Him to continue to create human beings in our lives when we are ready to pursue
and to achieve parenthood.
Scientists have to make our young adults well aware of the many benefits of achieving
parenthood and marriage. Scientists will understand that parenthood is a daily encounter with God.
God guides parents so that they can develop their kids properly. God helps the parents to deal with
issues that they encounter when their kids misbehave. Scientists must help parents to understand the
importance of making sure that their children and young adults will receive medical treatment,
psychiatric treatment, psychological counseling, and criminal justice training so that they will not face a
life of crime or of incarceration.
The main mission of science is to help all of us to achieve an Attachment to God that will help us
to be a successful husband or wife, and a successful parent. God hopes that all of His parents can help
Him to fulfill His Destiny of being a Factory of Human Life.
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Understanding God
What Is the Purpose of God?
The purpose of God is to create and to maintain all life in the entire Universe. The purpose of
God is to develop intelligent human life in a way that helps us to feel His love and helps Him to feel the
love that we have for Him. The Purpose of God is to continue to make progress in solving the problems
that exist within Our Human Family.
God has a special relationship with our scientific community. God wants our scientists to
investigate Him. God wants our scientists to know more about Him. God wants scientists to work with
Him so that all of us will understand Humanity’s problems and to try to solve those problems.
God develops babies and toddlers by helping their parents to understand the children’s
thoughts. God supervises the development of every child in the world. God supervises every effort to
conceive or to create a new human life in the world. God works with parents and loved ones to oversee
how children learn social skills, how they learn to talk and to communicate with others, and how to pray
if parents have the intelligence to ask their toddlers and young children to pray to God at a young age.
God spies on all of us. He sees everything that we do. He understands our motivations. He
understands what we seek to gain by doing things the right way. He also understands what we do
wrong. He understands if we are making a conscience effort to hurt others. He knows if we are
committing a sin or if we are breaking the law. He knows if we are trying to have something to gain by
hurting others.
God and the Holy Spirit will reward us for working with God on projects such as the
development of young children. God and the Holy Spirit will also seek to punish us when we believe
that we can continue to commit crimes without having to answer to the criminal justice system.

Why Does God Create Human Life?
God would be a lonely Supreme Being if He would have nothing to do but to watch the stars all
over the Universe without being able to create any life that would give Him a purpose to exist.
God creates Human Life to fill a void in His existence. God needs to love intelligent human
beings. God needs to create intelligent human life. God needs to develop intelligent human life. God
needs to maintain a lifelong relationship with each and every intelligent human being that he creates
and successfully develops with his or her parents.
God is a Factory of Life that wants to feel an infinity of love from His children from all over the
Universe. The love that we share with God is the same love that we share with each other. The same
caring that we have for each other is the same caring that we have for God. It gives God satisfaction
when He can develop a successful marriage or when He can develop a successful engagement between
a man and a woman that are interested in working with Him to develop new human lives.
The love that young babies have for their parents, siblings, and other family members is the love
that the baby has for God. God shares His love between the baby, the siblings, and other family
members to express His gratitude for giving Him the joy of bringing a new human life into the world.
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How Do We Investigate God?
We used to investigate God by practicing and worshiping through a religion. We would learn
about God’s personality by reading about the teachings of the religion’s prophets. We would be
programmed to say the same prayer over and over again. A religious ceremony would consist of the
same mannerisms repeatedly.
Scientists can now investigate God and our relationships with God on a higher level. Scientists
and engineers work with God and with the Holy Spirit all of the time. God and the Holy Spirit feel
comfortable when they receive guidance from God and the Holy Spirit that will lead them to become
successful in building an invention. God and the Holy Spirit can lead their scientists to make a startling
discovery during a scientific investigation. Chemical Engineers might become successful in developing a
promising new drug for an illness after following the direction of the Holy Spirit as to how to build the
formulation of the drug in their laboratories.
The best way to investigate God through science is to achieve an Attachment to God. We must
look to God to be part of our everyday lives and the everyday lives of our loved ones. We know that
God is with us wherever we go to guide us and to help us whenever we need guidance and help. We
can investigate God after achieving an Attachment to God by simply talking to Him through silent
prayer. He always wants to hear about our issues, thoughts, grievances, and questions about who God
is and how to understand the way that God exists in the lives of all intelligent living beings. God can
explain himself to scientists who are investigating Him if they have a good attitude and if they have faith
that God actually exists in everyone’s lives.
We investigate God by communicating with God. We pray to God for guidance and for help.
We ask God to answer intimate questions about who He is and what role He plays in all of our lives and
in the lives of all scientists and engineers.

God’s Roles in Our Lives
The main goal that God plays in our lives is to keep us alive. God helps us to find food to eat and
fluids that we need to drink. He makes sure that He will produce enough nonhuman life such as
livestock, fruits, vegetables, and seafood so that we will not run out of either food to eat or out of water
to drink.
God leads us to our fiancé when we are young adults. God is the world’s most notorious
matchmaker. God introduces us to someone that He feels would be a good husband or wife for any of
us. God tries to produce a marriage that will generate a successful family of parents and kids.
God is there to guide us at work to help us to perform in our jobs properly. God is there to help
us to maintain our marriage in good standing. God guides us as parents. God helps us to function as
good students. God helps us to maintain productive and safe peer group participation.
God attempts to guide us when we attempt to engage in sexual activity as young adults. God
tries to help young adults to understand the true purpose of sexual activity which is to create a human
life. God is disappointed when an unmarried couple becomes sexually active and then faces the
consequences of suffering and pain that happen when young adults abuse birth control.
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The Partnership of Science with God
God and the Holy Spirit have to approve every investigation that scientists will initiate to try to
understand some type of phenomenon that exists in the universe. They have to go to God for help in
trying to figure out how to understand how God operates that type of phenomenon. There are times
when our scientists cannot come to understand what they are investigating without God’s help.
Our engineers may want to invent a new airplane. They might be able to do it if God and the
Holy Spirit have no problems with that project. God and the Holy Spirit have to guide our engineers to
understand how to design and to assemble an invention. The Holy Spirit will walk them through the
process of working on the designs of the project. The Holy Spirit will then help them to begin to build it.
Engineers that have to build inventions with no experience in how to build such devices must go to God
and to the Holy Spirit for guidance and help so that their efforts to build their invention will be
successful.
Religious leaders only repeatedly claim that we should only believe in the existence of the One
True God. Religious leaders say that we should pray to God every day. Scientists, on the other hand,
work directly with God and with the Holy Spirit to formulate their theories about how the universe
functions. Scientists and engineers work with the Holy Spirit to receive step-by-step guidance that
would help them to eventually properly build a successful invention.
Scientists and engineers work with God to achieve inventions and to come closer to helping all
of us to understanding just how God’s Universe really functions. Scientists must be truthful to all of us
and must recognize the Power of God that exists in their lives. They must admit that they receive
guidance and support from a higher power. They should as all of us to pray for them so that the eternal
conflict between good and evil on this planet will finally end.

The Development of Communication
God and the Holy Spirit love to make communication devices to work. They love to help
engineers to build and to successfully manufacture communication devices such as cellphones and
internet communication devices.
God wants all of us to have access to communicating with each other. God wants us to be able
to find each other. God wants any one of us to be able to communicate with any other one of us
anywhere in the world. That is because we are all part of God’s Human Family. We are all brothers and
sisters that want to love each other. God gives our scientists and engineers that ability to develop
communication devices that make it a realizable goal to communicate with our brothers and sisters all
over the world.
The ability to communicate with our brothers and sisters all over the world is part of what
makes us human beings. This is what makes all of us part of God’s Human Family. This is how we show
concern for the wellbeing of our brothers and sisters all over the world. This is how we come closer to
achieving the goal of Universal Unification with each other and with God.
The ability to communicate with God, with the Holy Spirit, and to communicate with all of our
brothers and sisters are what makes our Human Family function in front of our Supreme Being.
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Scientists and Our Relationships with God
Scientists and engineers stimulate our relationships with God and with the Holy Spirit. Scientists
and engineers create and maintain the technologies that stimulate the world’s economies to function
properly. Scientists and engineers maintain the ability of our entire Human Family to function by giving
us power, water, irrigation, oil, natural gas, and wood.
Scientists and engineers support our ability to work and to earn a living in today’s economy.
They help us to enjoy the ability to utilize powerful computers and communication devices that help us
to function in our jobs. They give us training that give us an advantage in today’s tough business
environment.
We must ask God and the Holy Spirit for help when we have to use the advanced technologies
that are helping our brothers and sisters throughout Humanity right now. The existence of tens of
thousands of new technologies help us to have jobs that did not exist twenty years ago. However, we
must look to God and to the Holy Spirit for help when we try to learn how to use these advanced
technologies to perform in a job or to maintain our household.
We have more of a need to interact with God and with the Holy Spirit because of the
unprecedented achievements of our scientists and engineers over the last thirty years. Understanding
these inventions helps us to develop human life within our families by giving us our jobs. We must go to
God for support and for guidance in order to properly work with our new technologies and to develop
our family life and our children at the same time.
The inventions of science and engineering force us to go to God for guidance and counseling
that help us to maintain ourselves as employed adults and as successful parents and/or a spouse.

Scientists Work with God to Achieve Goals
We set out to accomplish a goal that either someone has given us or that one of us has given to
oneself. We look at different strategies about how to achieve our goals. We look at the consequences
of trying to achieve goals by hurting others. We can develop a strategy to accomplish our goal on our
own or with help from a friend or family member. We hope that we will succeed in our efforts.
Sometimes, God gives us a goal to work on. Sometimes, God wants scientists to work on
achieving a goal that will help many people. God helps to set goals for us to further our achievement in
our lives. God sets goals for us so that we can work together to make Humanity a better existence for all
of us and for all of our unborn children.
God helps all of us and all scientists to achieve goals that God wants all of us to achieve. God
wants our scientists to achieve goals that would contribute to the betterment of Humanity and to the
progression of Humanity’s Relationship with God. God wants scientists to lead all of us to have a more
advanced understanding of how we can conduct our relationship with God by helping us to understand
how to accept a goal from God and how to use God’s guidance to achieve that goal.
Scientists benefit from interacting with God when they investigate the universe and when they
investigate God’s existence. We all come closer to God when we work with scientists to achieve the
goals that God would want us to achieve with them.
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Why Does God Need Science to Exist?
God takes His relationships with all of us to a higher level when He works toward making the
Human Existence better by working with scientists. God wants His relationships with members of His
Human Family to accomplish goals that are more productive and that are more incredible than just
being able to say daily prayers.
The talent and intelligence of scientists come from God. God gives scientists the ability to
achieve higher levels of understanding so that they can help our brothers and sisters to achieve their full
potential within God’s Human Existence. Scientists work to help all of us to recognize the power of God
and the power of God’s Universe.
Scientists exist to help all of us on behalf of God. Scientists help us to understand what really
means to be part of God Human Family. Scientists want us to communicate with God on a level that is
higher than just saying prayers. That means that our communications with God will work to accomplish
goals and achievements that will complement what we can achieve through religions.
God maintains the existence of science because He wants all of us to find Him on the highest
level that is humanly possible. God wants our scientist to lead us to a new and everlasting peace
between ourselves and between ourselves and God. Scientists exist to help God to remove all of the
obstacles and problems that interfere with our daily interactions with God. Scientists help us to better
understand how to respond to the role that the Holy Spirit plays in all of our lives.
Science takes our individual relationship with God to the highest level that is possible. Scientists
help all of us to answer to God and to the Holy Spirit.

Is Science Our Portal That Leads Us to God?
What is a passageway that could lead us to find our Supreme Being? What would a passageway
that could lead us to God look like? What would happen if we were to discover God at the end of that
passageway? What would we be capable of accomplishing if we could realize our goal of using a magical
passageway to find God and to communicate with Him forever? Would our suffering end if we could
finally respond to the Power of God that we would discover when we would find Him at the end of a
portal that would lead us to God?
Science is a portal that can lead us directly to find God. We have much to gain by finding God
through science. However, we must rely on scientific investigations that scientists conduct in order to
begin to understand the many roles that God will play in our lives. Scientists need to investigate the
products of our daily interactions with God in order to try to understand how to find Him.
Scientists want all of us to find God. Scientists want to lead us to understand the Existence of
God and the Existence of God’s Universe. We can achieve our greatest accomplishments if we try to
accomplish our goals with the help of God after we find Him through the investigations and
accomplishments of scientists.
All of the people that we love benefit when we succeed in working with scientists to find God.
We can come to understand the difference between right and wrong. We can understand how to work
with God to maintain and to develop human and nonhuman life so that He can accomplish His purpose.
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Why Do Scientists Investigate God’s World?
Humanity needs to investigate God. We need to understand how to work with God to help Him
to create and to maintain human and nonhuman life. We need to investigate how God feels happiness
and how He suffers. We must understand that God can forgive us to a point before He will authorize the
criminal justice system will seek to punish us for breaking laws, for hurting ourselves, and for hurting
others. We need to understand what our scientists and engineers can create for us because of the
unconditional love that God has for us.
Scientists help us to find a lasting peace with each other by helping us to try to find a lasting
peace between ourselves and God. We investigate God on the level of science because we need to
understand what the Love of God means for us. We want to know what our obligations are to God
when we want to share our love for God with Him. We need to understand that our goal is to make God
happy. Our goal is not to make God angry or to hurt God to make Him sad buy hurting ourselves and/or
by hurting others.
Scientists help us to understand how to exist in God’s Universe. Scientists help us to understand
how we can function to exist as intelligent human beings in God’s Creation. We must work with
Behavioral Health Scientists to help us to understand that it is against God’s will to have harmful
thoughts about hurting ourselves and/or about hurting others. Scientists help us to understand how to
live in a peaceful coexistence with God if we choose to love God and to love our brothers and sisters just
as God loves us and as God loves our brothers and sisters.
Scientists investigate God’s World because we need to know who our Supreme Being is. We
need to understand how to make God happy. We need to understand how to fulfill the Will of God. We
must find ways to love God as God loves all of us.

How Can We Work to Stop Hurting God?
Our scientists and religious leaders can no longer tolerate the way that we hurt God and the way
that we cause suffering for God. We cannot be selfish about thinking that we have something to gain by
hurting others and by hurting God at the same time. God cries and suffers whenever any of His children
attempts to hurt himself or herself and/or attempts to hurt others. God has felt so much of this
suffering that our scientists and religious leader must work with all of us to have sympathy for God. We
must stop hurting God by stopping the way that we hurt ourselves and the way that we hurt others.
Scientists must help our brothers and sisters to understand that they can inflict pain and
suffering upon God when they hurt themselves and/or when they hurt others. We should understand
that God deserves better than to suffer because we have no sympathy for Him. The ways that we make
God suffer are completely unacceptable.
Our scientists and religious leaders must work together to help us to understand that God
deserves an existence where our brothers and sisters show love and compassion for one another. We
must live in an existence when our brothers and sisters no longer feel the need to hurt each other. We
have to live in God’s existence where we will no longer justify hurting Him or to justify finding excuses to
destroy human life. Scientists and religious leaders must work with all of our brothers and sisters of
Humanity to work with God to stop our suffering and to stop God’s suffering by scientific investigation.
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Scientific Investigations that Stop Suffering
God does not preprogram us to suffer, to cause God to suffer, or to cause others to suffer when
He creates us inside of our mother’s body. It is unfortunate that so many of God’s children suffer by
committing sins and crimes. So many of God’s Children want to hurt themselves by becoming addicted
to illegal street drugs and to alcohol. So many of God’s Children are fascinated by the use of firearms
and the way that firearms can hurt others.
Our scientists must come to understand why children and young adults succeed in hurting God
in some situations. God shows nothing but love for His Children and for His Young Adults. God wants to
guide His Children and His Young Adults to achieve their destinies and to live a constructive life as part
of His Human Family. Some of our kids and young adults become ill and become destructive toward
themselves and become destructive toward others.
Scientists and Mental Health Professionals work with God to provide medical treatment and
psychological counseling to those of us that suffer from mental illnesses that can lead us to hurt
ourselves and/or to hurt others. Establishing a psychiatric patient’s relationship with God is the most
important part of a patient’s treatment plan when he or she receives treatment for a psychiatric
disorder.
We can no longer allow students to exist in a complete detachment from God. We have to
make sure that our students exercise their right and option to build a relationship with God no matter
what school they go to. Scientists must work with educators to make sure that all of our students have
a relationship with God throughout the time that they are students.
Some students need extra help in order to understand the difference between right and wrong.
High-risk students may have a history of doing things that break the rules of a school. We can never give
up hope that we can help a student. Students that have behavioral problems should receive love,
compassion, patience, encouragement, and support from teachers, psychiatrists, psychologists, parents,
siblings, and fellow students.
God suffers when we punish a student for misbehaviors. The goal of our schools is to stop God’s
suffering by helping to save the lives of His children that have problems with mental illness. The best
way to help God to feel better is to help our students that need intensive treatment for mental illness so
that they will eventually no longer be a threat to themselves or a threat to others.
God feels happier when we show love for a student that is mentally ill and that disrupts the
student community of the school with his or her abnormal behaviors. God needs to show love for
mentally ill students by asking our psychiatrists and therapists to show love and affection for them. God
wants to save our students from a life of incarceration. God wants to save our students from a life of
substance abuse.
God wants to have a peaceful and rewarding experience in His relationships with our mentally ill
students. God wants them to meet the expectations that He has for them. God faces a lifetime of
happiness when He has successfully rescued His students from self-destruction. God looks forward to
working with parents, educators, mental health professionals, law enforcement officials, and fellow
students to save the lives of mentally ill students.
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Investigating Our Relationship with God
What Does God Do for Us?
God is the source of all intelligent life in the universe. All intelligent life in the universe answers
to God. What happens when His Human Family exists in a crisis where we want to hurt God, we want to
hurt ourselves, and/or when we want to hurt others?
Should we turn our backs to God and to think that His crisis with His Human Beings that are
hurting themselves and that are hurting others has nothing to do with us. We must respond to any
State of Emergency that exists when God’s Human Family has sent God into a crisis. We have to
understand that we must work with our scientists, politicians, world leaders, and mental health
professionals to resolve any State of Emergency that threatens God’s Human Family.
God provides all of our water, all of our food through the way that He produces all of our
nonhuman life, our oil, our natural gas, our wood, and our electricity. God creates nonhuman life out of
nowhere. God works with a male partner and a female partner who share loving intimacy to receive the
joy of a human life that He will create inside of the woman’s body. God maintains our relationships with
all of our brothers and sisters all over the world.
All of our babies come from God. All of our food from nonhuman life comes from God. Our
knowledge about God’s Universe comes to scientists from God and from the Holy Spirt. We never run
out of water or food. Our scientists never run out of ways to investigate the Existence of God and the
relationship that He has with the Universe that preserves and develops the existence of all intelligent
human life.

Conducting Studies to Find Solutions
How do we teach our children and young adults to approach God for help when they really need
help? Is it important for all students to understand the Power of Prayer? Is it possible to solve problems
by finding God during a study of what is wrong in a situation?
Scientists conduct studies and investigations all of the time. God and the Holy Spirit guide our
scientists to finally come to an understanding about what they are studying. Our scientific knowledge
and the resolutions of scientific studies all come from God and from the Holy Spirit. Scientists must
follow the direction of God and of the Holy Spirit in order to understand and to resolve the main
purpose of a scientific study.
Sometimes, scientists have to study problems with human reproduction. Does God seek to hurt
us if we offend Him with our sexual behaviors? What is the ultimate goal of heterosexual behavior
versus homosexual behavior? Why do sexually transmitted diseases exist? What is our obligation to
teach to our young adults and adults about the high-risk behaviors that lead to being tortured by an
infection of a sexually transmitted disease?
We must work with God and with the Holy Spirit to find the answers to these questions since
God creates and cultivates sexually transmitted diseases. We must forewarn our young adults about the
sexual behaviors that can lead God to infect anyone with a sexually transmitted disease.
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Mental Illness and a Detachment from God
Anyone that ignores God or that does not recognize the existence of God in his or her life is
mentally ill. A detachment from God exists for a person when he or she seeks to ignore God’s repeated
efforts to communicate with that person. That person can become reckless and destructive. A
detachment from God can lead someone to become a threat to oneself or to become a threat to others.
Psychiatrists must understand that God must be an important part of our lives regardless of
whether we have a mental illness. God is there to love us and to guide us in the right direction.
However, a patient that is suffering a detachment from God cannot understand the difference between
right and wrong. He or she cannot understand the concept of love because he or she tries to reject the
love that God has for him or her. A patient might ignore God when God tries to stop him or her from
hurting himself or herself and/or others.
Our relationship with God is the way that our kids and young adults learn how to tell the
difference between right and wrong. We can treat mental illness with medication. That is only half of
the story. All patients that take psychiatric medications must recognize the existence of a Loving God in
their lives that would want them to defeat their demons such as of substance abuse. God has to be part
of the way that our mentally ill children and young adults will come to understand the difference
between right and wrong. God helps a mentally ill student to know how to love others and to show
affection for others that love him or her.
The main goal of psychiatric therapy is to help mentally ill children and young adults to establish
a line of communication with God in their lives. They must look to God for guidance and support in
order to function with mental illness and while taking medications for mental illness. We must help all
of our students to achieve an Attachment to God.

Scientists Investigate Special Powers
Many scientists and students have special powers. These are individuals that can follow the
guidance of God and of the Holy Spirit to accomplish special missions.
God would want to give special powers to a student that would be a candidate to be a heart
surgeon. God might want to give special powers to someone that might design powerful computers.
All of us that have an Attachment to God have special powers to some degree. We have the
ability to perform certain job functions in a certain profession. God and the Holy Spirit develops us into
a profession that is part of our destiny. God determines our destiny when we are children. He then
decides which special powers we will have. God and the Holy Spirit work to develop all students that
need to use their special powers to achieve their destiny.
A destiny is God’s predetermined plan for us that He forms for us when we are children. God
envisions us in a role that involves our citizenship in the Nation of Humanity. God wants us to train to
achieve a mission for Humanity as a member of a profession that would need special skills to function in
that profession. God wants all of us to discover our special powers so that we can use them to
contribute to the betterment of our brothers and sisters all over the world. The day will come when we
will no longer use our level of functioning to hurt ourselves and/or to hurt others.
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Creating and Developing Human Life
All human life comes from God. God creates all human life in His Factory of Human Life inside of
a woman’s body. God assembles a baby inside of the woman’s body in pitch darkness. We must admire
God for the way that He manages to create all human life all over the universe.
Scientists need to work with us in order to understand how a man and a woman can work with
God to achieve the creation of a new human life inside of a woman. Scientists must understand the
processes of ovulation, sexual intercourse, ejaculation, fertilization, an ovum, and an embryo.
Our educators should not be embarrassed to help our students to understand the processes
that produce a pregnancy. Our young adults and adults deserve to know the truth about the process of
the conception and birth of a new human life.
Our students need to understand that the reproductive system is a direct connection to God.
They need to understand that sexual activity is a direct communication between a man, a woman, and
God that that leads God to generate the energy to create a new human life inside of the woman.
Our students must understand the consequences of engaging in sexual activity without the
intent to work with God to create a new human life. This type of sexual activity can lead to an
unplanned pregnancy, a transmission of a sexually transmitted disease, and/or serious emotional injury
to the participants in the sexual activity.
Our students must understand that God suffers when He sees sexual activity that has no
possibility to produce a human life. We do not have the right or the justification to obstruct or to
prevent the creation of a human life during sexual intimacy.
Same-Gendered sexual activity may also carry grave consequences. A man cannot impregnate
another male partner. A woman cannot impregnate another female partner. Same-gendered sexual
activity has no possible way to create human life. That may be the problem that God has with samegendered sexual activity.
God wants all sexual activity to have the goal of producing the creation of a new human life.
God does not see that potential in same-gendered sexual activity. God is very hurt when samegendered sexual activity has a 100% chance of failing to produce a pregnancy. This deeply hurts God.
Promiscuity among heterosexuals and promiscuity among homosexuals also offends God. The
idea that a young adult or an adult has something to gain by having multiple partners without the intent
to work with God to create a new human life with any of them devastates God. God is very hurt when
He sees that kind of campaign of sexual exploitation between young adults and adults.
God also gets upset when we try to get pregnant and try to stop Him from creating a new
human life at the same time. Engaging in heterosexual sexual behavior between a man and a woman
that use birth control to prevent a pregnancy can deeply hurt God. Heterosexual sexual activity invites
God to create a new human life. The use of birth control frustrates His efforts to create a new human
life or to completely prevent Him from creating a new human life.
We have to think about what we have to gain and what God gains from sexual activity that we
hope has a 100% chance of not producing a pregnancy and the creation of a new human life.
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God as a Therapy for Mental Illness
God is the Supreme Healing Force for all of us when any of us become ill. God develops special
scientists with special powers to help us to feel better when we become sick. God and the Holy Spirit
guide our doctors to use medications and medical treatments to help to cure the diseases of their
patients when it would be necessary.
God, the Holy Spirit, our doctors, and a patient work together to try to cure an illness or to treat
the symptoms of a disability such as a mental illness. A person comes closer to obtaining, retaining,
and/or acquiring his or her normal level of functioning by recognizing the existence of God in his or her
life. All of our mentally ill brothers and sisters should look to establishing their relationship with God as
a way of drifting out of the hopelessness of the symptoms of mental illness.
It is important for the patients that have a mental illness to feel free to engage in daily prayer
and to reach out to God for support, guidance, and strength in order to deal with the symptoms of
mental illness. Patients should never be afraid to reach out to God for help and for advice when they
have to deal with their daily struggles. God is always there to help our mentally ill brothers and sisters.
God suffers went anyone of His mentally ill children commits a crime or faces incarceration and
homelessness. We should care enough about our special needs children, our special needs young
adults, and our special needs adults so that we can help them to avoid self-destructive and destructive
behaviors that would lead to the commission of crimes and to incarceration. God wants all of our
mentally ill brothers and sisters to remain part of His Human Family. We should do everything that we
can to rescue our mentally ill brothers and sisters from living a life of pain, suffering, homelessness,
incarceration, and starvation.

The Relationship between God and Mental Illness
We can become very mentally sick when we do not understand the importance of allowing God
to play an active role in our everyday lives. God helps us to deal with our parents and peers as toddlers
and children. God helps us to deal with our young adult stressors and problems. God helps us to
achieve marriage and parenthood. God helps us to function in our career.
However, we can become sick when we think that we can ignore the presence of God
throughout our lives. Mental illness is caused by a human being’s detachment from God that leads him
or her to believe that they can continue to have harmful thoughts about hurting himself or herself
indefinitely. Mentally ill people that ignore the existence of God can carry out efforts to hurt themselves
and to hurt others throughout their lifetimes. God cannot really save them because they are totally
detached from the existence of God in their lives.
The absence of a detachment from God is the single and most common cause of mental illness
throughout the world. We injure ourselves, our family members, and all of our brothers and sisters
throughout God’s Human Family when we refuse to have an interest in having a place for God in our
lives.
This type of detachment from God is an illness that requires medical treatment with psychiatric
medications and with psychological counseling. There are treatment options that can give the mentally
ill and the families of the mentally ill hope that they can live normal lives.
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Prayer Helps Us to Succeed in Life
We need to find God every day by communicating with Him through prayer. We need to
consider God’s opinions and conclusions about the status of our lives on a daily basis. God wants to help
us to solve our problems with His help and with the help of others that God will appoint to help them to
solve them to solve their problems.
God sets goals for us all of the time. God encourages us to achieve these goals. God guides us
and helps us to achieve our goals. God helps us to understand how succeeding in accomplishing the
goals that He has set for us will help us to live better lives in the near future and in the distant future.
God wants to be part of the achievement that we will enjoy in our lives.
God wants all of us to succeed in our relationships. God wants to guide us as children, as young
adults, and as adults. God wants to supervise us when we achieve parenthood. God wants to help us to
show love for our partner in our intimate relationship.
God can give us warnings about the dangers of proceeding with certain behaviors that are
harmful to ourselves and that are harmful to others. God can warn us that we can become a threat to
ourselves and/or a threat to others if we use illegal drugs and/or alcohol. We need to encourage our
young adults to reject peer pressure that encourages them to drink alcohol and to use illegal drugs. We
must help them to find the guidance of God in their lives. We have to make sure that they will
understand God when He will attempt to lead them away from self-destruction through the use of
weapons, illegal drugs, and alcohol.
We must learn to go to God and to talk to Him when we feel that we have lost control of our
lives and that we need help. God is there to help us to succeed in every productive thing that we try to
accomplish. God is always there to support us and to love us.

How Does God’s Guidance Affect Us?
God’s guidance helps us to show love and compassion for all of our brothers and sisters
throughout the world. God’s guidance helps us to understand the limits of His patience, how He can
forgive us for our wrongdoing, and how we can forgive others for generating the energy to hurt us.
We can accomplish many things when we have a positive response to God’s guidance. That is
because His guidance is there to help us. God’s guidance helps us to solve our problems. God’s
guidance helps us to help others that we care about and that we love. It is important to accept help
from God when He offers us help through His guidance.
Scientists work with God’s guidance throughout their careers. God has a special relationship
with His scientists. God works with His scientists and engineers to make the world a better place to live.
God wants scientific achievements and engineering inventions to elevate our standard of living and to
help all of us to find Him.
Scientists appreciate the guidance of God because it helps them to understand how to
investigate His Universe. Scientists need to work with God in order to make progress in helping
Humanity to emerge from thousands of years of pain and suffering. Engineers need guidance from God
and from the Holy Spirit to create inventions that contribute to the elevation of our standard of living.
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Achievements when God works with Scientists
Scientists Help Us to Find God
We normally would only rely on our religious beliefs to discover the existence of God in our
lives. Our relationship with God might consist of a daily prayer. We might not think much about the
roles that God will play in all of our lives.
However, we must work with scientists to try to find God. That means that we work with God to
accomplish or daily goals and tasks. We look to God to help to protect us against threats against
ourselves and against people that we love such as family members, peers, and coworkers. Finding God
is about working with God and a member of the opposite gender to bring a new human life into the
world and to develop that new human life from the time that he or she is a baby to the time that he or
she is an adult.
Finding God through science means that we work with God to produce the nonhuman life that
we need to support the existence of human life. Our scientists help us to develop fruits, vegetables, and
livestock. Our scientists help us to use many types of medications that they develop under the direction
and guidance of God and of the Holy Spirit. Our scientists work with God to help us to bring God into
our lives when we need to save our marriage from collapsing.
Finding God is about working with scientists to realize the courage that we need to have to
reject the thinking that leads us to want to hurt ourselves and to hurt others. Scientists such as
psychiatrists and psychotherapists work to help us to understand that we must reject the thinking that
leads us to hurt ourselves and to hurt others with illegal drugs, alcohol, and firearms. Scientists can help
us to investigate God’s universe and to work with God to accomplish the creation of life and the
development of life when we achieve parenthood in our own lives.

Contributing to the Betterment of Humanity
Scientists want to contribute to the elevation of the standard of living of all of our brothers and
sisters throughout the world. Scientists want to help us to understand that there are treatment options
for mental illness that can help us to avoid incarceration, joblessness, and homelessness. Scientists
want to work with God and with our young adults to teach them about the difference between right and
wrong. Scientists want to save the lives of all of us that are struggling with conflicts between ourselves
and with God.
Scientists will one day help us to understand that we all need to have a constructive relationship
with God in order to function properly. We must understand that scientists develop the tools and the
devices that make superior achievement in our school a real possibility for all of us. Scientists develop
the programs and the technologies that make our schools organizations that help our students to
succeed.
Psychiatrists and psychotherapists are scientists that work with God and with Humanity to help
us to find ways to make Humanity a better Organization of God’s Children. We respect the quality of life
that we enjoy because of what God accomplishes with His scientists and engineers.
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Ending Violence, Pain, and Suffering
Why do the members of God’s Human Family suffer and feel so much emotional pain? Why do
our brothers and sisters resort to using violence to solve problems? Why is it that God, with all of His
Power in the Universe, cannot completely stop His pain and suffering and our pain and suffering?
One of our main goals for scientists and engineers will be to convince all of us to reject violence
as a way to solve our problems. We must reject violence as a way to accomplish a goal. We must
understand that we have no right to inflict violence upon others because we believe that it will resolve a
conflict between ourselves and everyone else.
How will we finally find a way to end the violence that exists here within Humanity? Our
scientists, psychiatrists, psychotherapists, and world leaders must understand that God must be an
active partner in our efforts to convince our brothers and sisters to end their campaign of violence. We
must understand that no one has more to gain by our successful efforts to end violence within our
Human Family than God does. We must be merciful to God by finally deciding to work directly with Him
and with His scientists to resolve our conflicts with Him and with each other.
Ultimately, scientists and religious leaders will lead Humanity to a point in history when we will
all agree to stop using violence as a way to solve our problems. We will understand that we all answer
to God. We will understand that we will feel pain and suffering if we ignore God or hurt God by hurting
ourselves and/or by hurting others. We will work with the scientific community to find a final and
lasting peace between ourselves and between ourselves and God.

The Valuable Inventions of the Future
God and the Holy Spirt can help our pharmaceutical organizations and their chemical engineers
to develop cures for the deadliest diseases that exist and that have no cure. There are certain diseases
that have no cure because God will not allow those diseases to have a cure. That is a sad story about
the way that we hurt God. God will allow us to die without saving our lives if we continue to hurt Him
with behaviors and attitudes that He finds to be offensive.
We must pray that our chemical engineers and our mechanical engineers will be able to develop
cures for the diseases that kill our brothers and sisters on a daily basis. We must ask God to forgive us
for the way that we offend Him with our behaviors and with the way that we commit crimes. We must
ask God to guide us so that we will understand how to continue to work with Him to behave in ways
that are respectful to Him and to our brothers and sisters throughout the world.
God will help us to cure deadly diseases and to stop death, pain, and suffering by helping our
scientists and engineers to develop inventions that will help us to cure deadly illnesses once and for all.
We do not want to continue to exist in a state where we always offend God and God always has
fantasies about hurting us and killing us because of that.
We can look forward to developing a new type of spaceship that can help us to explore our solar
system if we can behave ourselves and honor God with our behaviors and our commitments to show
love and support for all of our brothers and sisters all over the world. We will have the spaceship of our
dreams if we stop dreaming about killing each other. We must help each other when we are so
mentally ill that we want to hurt ourselves and to hurt others. We must show love for God and others.
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We Will Show Love for Each Other
Scientists will help us to understand that God expects us to show love for our fellow brothers
and sisters. That means that we can forgive them when it seems that they feel intent to hurt us. It
means that we can forgive them for attempting to hurt us when they are legally insane. It means that
we will teach our children and young adults to reject committing crimes and resorting to substance
abuse to survive. It means that we can all stand in front of God and say that we all forgive each other
for what we have done to hurt ourselves and to hurt each other. We must stand united when we will
ask God to forgive us for having harmful thoughts about hurting ourselves and about hurting others
when we are willing to show remorse for what we have done wrong.
Our psychiatrists and psychotherapists will work with us to understand that God is very
offended when we generate hateful thoughts about hurting ourselves and about hurting our brothers
and sisters. Our psychiatrists and psychotherapists must work together with patients to help them to
understand the importance of helping their patients to establish a relationship with God as part of their
treatment plan. That could be anything from a daily prayer to going to church every Sunday. God is a
healing force that helps us maintain sane behaviors and that helps us to show love for all of our brothers
and sisters.
God rewards scientists and engineers when they show love for Him and for Humanity when He
helps their scientific investigations and their inventions to succeed. That helps us to proceed toward
being the best Human Family that God expects us to become. God wants us to show love for Him and
for our brothers and sisters. We must forgive others for hurting us. We must show remorse to God for
hurting others. We must work with scientists to make Humanity the Brotherhood and Sisterhood of
Human Beings that God deserves to love.

We Must Work with All of Humanity
All of our brothers and sisters throughout Humanity deserve the right to participate in scientific
research, scientific investigations, and the production of engineering inventions. It hurts God and
Humanity when certain members of Humanity are disqualified from participating in scientific research
and in the scientific development of inventions.
We cannot just ignore the rights of our brothers and sisters to participate in scientific research
that would help them to come closer to finding God in their lives. No one should ever face
discrimination by any government or world power when he, she, or they would want to pursue a career
in a scientific discipline. It hurts God when many of His brightest students are disqualified from
participating in scientific projects because of prejudice and discrimination.
Science is a worldwide effort to work with God and with His Universe to accomplish goals that
God and the Holy Spirit will give to them. The accomplishments of these goals help Humanity to reach a
higher level of achievement and a closer unified relationship with God. Science is about the love that we
have for each other and the love that we have for God that drives us to accomplish the will of God and
to help Humanity in the process.
Science gives all of us the ability to work as God’s Human Family to find God and to work with all
of our brothers and sisters regardless of each other’s’ religions.
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God and Scientists Promote Parenthood
All of us honor God when we work with a partner of the opposite gender to help Him to create
and to bring a new human life into the world. A marriage is a partnership between a man and a woman
that works with God to help God to create and to develop new human lives.
Scientists and engineers work hard to develop the chemicals, the medications, and the medical
devices that obstetricians and pediatricians will use to promote a healthy pregnancy and to promote the
development of a healthy baby and toddler. Scientists such as obstetricians honor God because of the
way that they help God to present a new human life to his or her parents after childbirth.
God and scientists work with parents, siblings, and loved ones in many ways to help the new
baby to develop properly. Parents can sometimes hear a baby’s thoughts. God explains how to deal
with the needs and requirements of a baby. God helps parents to understand a baby’s mannerisms and
his or her gestures. God helps the parents to know how to show constructive affection for their baby
and/or toddler.
Scientists and engineers produce the technologies that parents need in order to help them to
properly develop their newborn baby and/or their toddler. Engineers are always coming out with new
products and inventions that help to promote successful parenthood. The main goal of science is to
promote the creation and the development of all human and nonhuman life.

Theories about the of the Universe
Scientists and engineers want to achieve a final understanding about how the universe
functions. Some scientists call this “The Unified Field Theory” or “The Theory of Everything. We really
want to know what happens when the Universe works with God to promote the existence of all life. We
want to understand the Laws of the Universe. We want to manipulate the workings of the Universe so
that we can develop theories and inventions that will help our Human Family to reach higher levels of
achievement.
Scientists and engineers need to work with God to develop theories about numerous topics such
as gravitation, psychology, aeronautical engineering, and chemical engineering.
The problem is that our scientists and engineers do no completely know how to build a new
invention or how to develop a new theory to explain a phenomenon that exists in the universe. That is
when God and the Holy Spirit get involved. God and the Holy Spirit guide all scientists and engineers to
develop new scientific theories and to create new invention.
Our engineers can understand how to create a new invention because God and the Holy Spirit
can guide them and can lead them into the steps that they have to take in order to successfully build the
new invention. Scientists and engineers can produce new inventions and scientific theories because
they have a strong Attachment to God. God is part of their daily lives. God and the Holy Spirit are part
of the daily career of a scientist and/or an engineer.
We must work with God and the Holy spirit to attempt to devise new inventions and scientific
theories. New scientific theories can help us to move closer to finding God and toward ending pain and
suffering for all of the members of our Human Family.
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We Must Come to Love Each Other
The greatest achievement that scientists and engineers can accomplish with God is to convince
all of our brothers and sisters to set apart their differences and to come to love each other and to love
God at the same time. We have to help our brothers and sisters to understand the way that we cause
God to suffer when we treat each other with hate and cruelty. We do not understand that we hurt God
and that we hurt each other by wanting to destroy each other.
We have nothing to gain by inflicting pain and suffering upon our brothers and sisters both in
this country and all over the world. We have nothing to gain by continuing to cause God to suffer after
thousands of years of death and destruction for His Human Family that still will not end.
We have nothing to gain by hurting ourselves with illegal drugs, alcohol, and tobacco. We have
nothing to gain by fantasizing to use a firearm to hurt ourselves and/or to hurt others. We have nothing
to gain by achieving a total detachment from God. We have nothing to gain by allowing our family life
to disintegrate because of substance abuse and domestic violence problems.
We must become merciful with God. We must realize that we have come to a time in human
history when we all have to show love for each other as the first step toward ending our pain and
suffering here on this planet and toward ending God’s pain and suffering also. We love God enough to
work with our scientists and religious leaders to show nothing but love, patience, sympathy, and
compassion for all of our brothers and sisters who are sick and are less fortunate than ourselves all over
the world. We must be ready to forgive our brothers and sisters for their wrongdoing that has been
caused by mental illness and a detachment from God. We must pray that scientists and psychiatrists
can save the lives of all of our mentally ill brothers and sisters.

Achievements that Make Us Successful
The greatest accomplishment that we could achieve at this point in human history would be to
work with scientists, religious leaders, psychiatrists, and other mental health practitioners to stop all of
us from making conscience efforts to hurt ourselves, to hurt others, and to hurt God. We must work
with the scientific community to help us to understand that the hateful thoughts, the self-destructive
behaviors, and the efforts to hurt others should end once and for all.
Our greatest accomplishment in this day and age would be to achieve a lasting peace with our
brothers and sisters. We have to stop hurting God by generating excuses to hurt others. We must
negotiate with our brothers and sisters when their conflicts with us generate violence, hatred, and the
need to destroy human life.
We cannot achieve a final peace with God until we realize that we have to stop making excuses
to hurt God by making efforts to hurt ourselves and/or to hurt others. Part of the process of finding God
through science is that we will let go of our self-destructive behaviors and our need to hurt others. Then
we can approach God and ask Him to forgive us. We can then try to achieve an Attachment to God.
That would be a new beginning in our relationship with God.
The most important achievements that we can look forward to would be to come to love and to
understand all of our brothers all over the world. We then will find God through science. We will stop
making God suffer. We will stop hurting God. God will stop punishing us. It will a new era for all of us.
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We Will Understand that We Answer to God
God created us. God maintains us in existence. God gives us everything that we need to
continue to live in His Creation. God worked with our parents to create us and to bring us into this
world. God created us in His Image and Likeness. God shows unconditional love for all of His children.
We all owe our lives to God.
What do we achieve when we come to understand that we answer to God? We understand
that we must try to understand our destiny that God has chosen for us and how we can proceed to
achieve that destiny. We come to understand that God prefers that we should attempt to achieve
marriage and parenthood. God always wants to work with us to create and to develop new human
lives. We must understand that certain sexual behaviors offend God. We must understand the
consequences of offending God with our sexual behaviors.
We all interact with God on a daily basis. God always wants to know about our grievances, our
concerns, and our problems on a daily basis. God wants to guide us in a way that helps us to solve our
problems. We also have to address the issues that God has with us. Sometimes God wants us to work
on a project. God may want us to help someone who is in need of our help. God may warn us about the
consequences of continuing to behave in a way that is self-destructive and that can also hurt others.
We have to understand that God is the Leader of His Creation. God owns everything that we
may take for granted. We get all of our fruits and vegetables for free even though we sell them for cash.
We have to be mindful about the opinions and feeling that God would want us to understand when He
deals with us.
We really have to understand when we are in the process of hurting God or of offending God.
We have to be responsive about how God feels about the way that we are conducting our life and our
relationships. We must seriously consider accepting the advice of God and achieving the will of God
when He reveals such things to us during our daily communications with Him.
We are not allowed to hurt other persons. God will not tolerate a campaign of personal injury
against another person. We have to understand that God warns us to stop hurting ourselves and/or to
stop hurting others. He then proceeds to punish us if we do not understand what He is saying to us.
We really have to be respectful of God whenever we are involved in a relationship with a
member of the opposite gender. We do not want to offend God with our sexual behaviors. We do not
want to sexually exploit our partner. We do not want to make sexual activity a requirement for the
relationship to continue.
God guides us to achieve parenthood. God guides us to develop a new human life. God guides
us to develop our relationship with our spouse. God guides us through our vocational training in our
schools. God guides us through every crisis that we can ever encounter. God loves all of us with all of
His heart and soul.
We cannot reject the Authority of God when we make decisions about becoming sexually active
or having the authorizations to hurt others. We cannot reject the Authority of God if He detects that we
have been doing something wrong to hurt one of our children as a parent. We cannot reject the
Authority of God when He helps us to save our marriage when it goes into a crisis.
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How Do We Find God Through Science?
Scientists Investigate God
Scientists investigate God’s Human Creation as part of their career as scientists. Scientists want
to know where life comes from. They want to know where the essential components of life come from.
They want to know how the fundamental forces of nature interact with one another to help God and us
to create and to develop human and nonhuman life.
Scientists want to know exactly of what substances the Universe is made of. Scientists want to
know how the components of the Universe work with each other in various types of gravitational fields.
The would want to know why a cup of water would be different than a baseball. They would want to
know how a cloud stays suspended thousands of feet above the ground.
Where does the Sun’s Energy come from? Does God create the Sun’s Energy? Is the Sun’s
Energy eternal? Is the Sun a Part of God that is essential for God to be able to maintain intelligent life all
over the universe? Does God manipulate the Forces of Nature in order to create and to develop human
and nonhuman life?
Scientists try to conduct research to devise theories that will begin to answer some of these
questions. The Universe exists to support human and nonhuman life when you really come to think
about it. The Universe is a Manifestation of God that keeps us alive indefinitely. Scientists investigate
God when they investigate the Universe. Someday, God will reveal His darkest secrets about how He
maintains the existence of the Universe and how we should come to understand that. The Universe is a
vast operation. We should stop hurting ourselves and hurting God so that God and the Holy Spirit will
give us the authorization to begin to explore it.

God Guides Scientific Investigations
It is God’s decision as to what a scientific investigation will reveal to scientists about Him.
Scientists look to God for answers all of the time. Many scientists rely on faith more than on proven
fact.
God leads us to understand what it exactly is that He wants us to understand. God chooses how
much of Himself that He will reveal during a scientific study or during a scientific investigation. God tries
to understand what information that researchers are looking for before He makes His final decisions
about what information that they will receive from Him and from the Holy Spirit.
Sometimes, scientific investigations are necessary before engineers can begin to design a new
device or a new chemical. God wants to make their research successful if doctors would benefit from a
new drug to fight a disease or an aerospace company would benefit from a new material to us to build a
part for a hydraulic system.
Scientists and engineers are God’s Special People. God guides them to do good things for us
through the way that they attempt to investigate God. They interact with God all of the time. They
mostly want to contribute to the betterment of Humanity all of the time. They want to fulfill the will of
God and of the Holy Spirit as part of their missions as scientists and engineers.
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Humanity Sees God During Investigations
The Planet Earth is filled with hundreds of billions of images of God. These are images of human
and nonhuman life. These are visions of a Planet Earth that works with God to be a Factory of Human
and Nonhuman Life.
We see an image of God and the spirit of God whenever we investigate the way that a human
being functions. Doctors can be looking at a CAT Scan of a patient’s brain after he or she has been in an
accident. The pictures of that patient’s brain come from God even though we might believe that they
come from a CAT Scan machine. God works to help doctors to understand what is wrong with patients
all of the time. That is why these types of technologies exist.
We can see images of a fetus, an unborn human being, inside of a woman’s uterus through an
ultrasound machine. What they see are images of God. This is a God that is trying to create and to
develop a new human life to bring into the world. The ultrasound machine helps us to look at an unborn
baby as an image of God.
How do we achieve a pregnancy? No one exactly knows how God in initializes a pregnancy.
God loves to give a new human life to a man and a woman who show love and intimacy for each other
through sexual intercourse. Why does a pregnancy test exist? Women can suspect that God has
dropped a bomb on them. Who tells the woman whether or not she is pregnant when she uses the
pregnancy test? God is the Supreme Being that tells her the good news.
We see images from God when we try to investigate anything that has to do with His Universe
or His huge network of Human Life.

God Functions as Part of the Universe
We do not think about a rock or of a thunderstorm when we think about God. We think about
God’s Network of Human and Nonhuman Life. Does God exist as parts of a Universe that has nothing to
do with life at all? Why would God exist in a certain part of the Universe that would be completely
absent of all human and nonhuman life? Who answers these types of questions?
God reserves the right to support the existence of intelligent human and nonhuman life
throughout any part of the universe. Someday we will explore the Planet Mars. The chances are that
there is no life there. However, we will have a spaceship that will keep our astronauts alive when they
arrive there and then come back home. Mars cannot support the existence of human and nonhuman
life. The spaceship that we will send there will be able to support human and nonhuman life.
There are certain parts of the Universe where God can create, develop, and maintain human
and nonhuman life. However, the possibility exists that astronauts from a civilization like that of our
Planet Earth might visit a lifeless planet anyway. God keeps open the possibility that we will be able to
visit lifeless planets and lifeless star systems in the future.
Is God alive when He supports all human and nonhuman life in the Universe and is He Lifeless
when He may support everything else in the Universe that is not alive at all? We can investigate
whether God can be full of life and not be full of life at the same time. It would be an amazing study to
find out if a planet like Mars is Part of God if it does not support any human or nonhuman life at all.
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Scientists Elevate Our Standard of Living
Scientists help us to find God when the joint projects between God, scientists, and engineers
contribute to a betterment of the standard of living of our brothers and sisters all over the world.
The main goal of a scientist and an engineer would always be to make the world a better place.
That means that housing would be more affordable. That means that they could help the government
to develop clean energy. It means that they can develop life-saving treatments for a dangerous disease.
It means that a new technology can help our young kids to read faster and on a higher level than ever
before.
We find God when our scientists and engineers are successful in working with God and with the
Holy Spirit to develop theories and technologies that improve the way that we live our lives and that
reduce the stress, hardship, and suffering that we are used to facing on an everyday basis. Successful
inventions relieve our pain and suffering. Successful inventions make it easier for all of us to exist as
human beings. Our chemical engineers can design successful medications help all of us to live our lives
with more freedom from pain, suffering, and diseases.
Scientists, such as psychiatrists and psychotherapists, can help us to understand our mental
illnesses. They can help us to reach out to God to get the religious counseling from God that will enable
them to have a strong chance to live a normal life. Psychiatrists and therapists must understand that we
must encourage our mentally ill students to build a relationship with God. A patient’s relationship with
God should be part of a psychiatric patient’s treatment plan.
A relationship with God would benefit all of us whether or not we have a mental illness. We can
hope to find God if we believe in the power of science and engineering to allow us to reach God as a
collective group of intelligent human people.

How Do We Exploit the Universe?
Scientists and engineers have a lot of training and guidance when it comes to helping us to
understand how to negotiate with the Forces of the Universe in order to exist as intelligent human
beings. They understand how to negotiate with gravitation, electromagnetism, and other forces. They
understand how to get things to fly and to land after flying somewhere out there.
God and the Holy Spirit guide all of us, our scientists and engineers included, to find them by
giving them guidance in how to manipulate the complexities of the universe. God and the Holy Spirit
guide all of us to find God by helping us to understand how to negotiate with the workings and
processes of the Universe.
There are the Physical Processes of the Universe that are responsible for maintaining life. There
are Physical Processes of the Universe that do not have anything to do with life. Scientists study both
types of Physical Processes. We come closer to understanding God when we study the Physical
Processes of the Universe that work with God to maintain all human and nonhuman life. We come
closer to understanding the Substance of God and the Substance of the Holy Spirit when we study the
Physical Processes of the Universe that work with God to create and maintain the existence of all life.
We will come to a final understanding about how to exploit the universe when we achieve a final peace
with God and a final peace between all of our brothers and sisters around the world.
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Opening a Communication with God
All of us come to a point in our lives when we have to encounter God for one or many other
reasons. Religious leaders will teach us how to pray to God. We will start to pray as young kids. Who
will teach us what prayer really is? What does prayer accomplish? Who are we talking to when we
pray?
There is nothing wrong in opening up a line of communication with God. There is nothing wrong
with looking for God outside of a religious temple or a religious church. We can find God in practically
any place that we go into. God exists everywhere throughout the Planet Earth. There are all types of
situations when we will need guidance from Our Supreme Being in order to survive a dangerous
situation. We have to be intelligent and to agree to turn to God for guidance when we need His help the
most.
Young adults would benefit from trying to find God. Young adults would want to be able to
receive feedback from God in order to understand how to deal with a difficult situation or how to make
a difficult decision. Our young adults should always understand that we can always depend on God for
advice and counseling. We are God’s Human Children. God is there to love us and to guide us through
even the most difficult situations.
God will be there for any young adult or any adult that wants to listen to God’s point of view
about His or Her life. God wants to help all of us through the good times and through the bad times.
God wants all of His children and young adults to succeed in life. That is why He is ready to intervene in
all of our lives to help us and to save us from making bad decisions and from facing injuries from others.

Finding God Can Help Us On the Job
We all know about what it is like to face high-stress situations at work. We all know how to feel
as if we are on the edge of a disaster in the workplace. We all know that empty feeling when we go to
work and have problems actually performing the tasks that our supervisor asks us to perform for him.
The same is true for our students. They sometimes get lost and forget about how to maintain their
ability to perform in the classroom. Where can we find help in those situations?
These are situations where students and employees could benefit from responding to the
guidance of God and the Holy Spirit at either school or at work. Sometimes, it helps to have an
imaginary partner that gives you good advice on how to perform a task at work or as to how to study for
an exam or quiz in school.
God loves His students. God wants all of His adults to succeed in their jobs. God wants all of His
students to achieve success in their schools. Part of the reason why God exists is to give us help when
we really need that help. God is always there to look out for us no matter where we are or what we
happen to be doing.
God is a support mechanism for us in either school or in a job. God is there to turn His love for
us into a success for a student’s family and for an employee’s family. God wants to guide his children,
young adults, and adults to achieve success in school and at work. We are intelligent when we will
accept the way that God loves us and will accept His guidance and advice. We show love for Him when
we report to work or school with the attitude that we are ready to succeed on test or evaluation.
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Achieving Our Destiny
We can find God when we achieve His plan for us that He had revealed to us when we were in
grammar school or in high school. A destiny is God’s vision of an adult that would serve Humanity in a
certain way when the adult is a child. It has to do with the education, job training, and career that God
wants the child to achieve. God also may think about setting us the child with a fiancé of the opposite
gender as far as fifteen years to twenty years into the future. God reveals His Destiny for each of us in a
very silent manner when we enter young adulthood.
Young adults can make many mistakes in their upbringing. This is especially true with the
decisions that they will make regarding their sexual activity with either a partner of the opposite gender
or a partner of the same gender. Our young adults can work with God to determine their sexual
orientation. God can agree or disagree with the young adult’s decision about the sexual orientation that
he or she will pursue.
A young adult has to make decisions about their destiny at some point. He or she will receive a
lot of help from God if they choose an education and a career path that are consistent with the
student’s destiny. It would be easier for the student to be certified in a certain profession if God helps
the students who has agreed to attempt to achieve his or her destiny.
A student that agrees to attempt to achieve his or her destiny has found God in his or her life.
Such a student will receive assistance and guidance from God and from the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit
will guide such a student to achieve happiness in his or her schools, in his or her relationships, and in his
or her careers.
The ultimate love that a young adult shows for God is to attempt to achieve the destiny that
God has chosen for that young adult. That makes it easier for God to manage Humanity.

Young Adults, Sexuality, and Finding God
Does God appreciate it when an unwed young adult girl becomes sexually active with a young
adult boy with no intention of wanting to become pregnant? God is very hurt and insulted when boys in
a dorm or a frat house succeed in raping a young woman. There is no excuse to justify the sexual
exploitation of a female college student that has no place in her life for either a career or for a
pregnancy.
It is good to date in college. There is nothing wrong with that. However, Planned Parenthood
and the Federal Government have to realize that our students have to know what they are doing when
they have to make decisions about becoming sexually active. We have to teach our students the truth
about how sexual activity works and what can go wrong when a man and a woman decide to engage in
sexual activity without the intent to have children.
Our young adults have to understand that sexual activity is part of finding God. We find God
when we become sexually intimate with a partner of the opposite gender in order to work with God to
create and to develop a new human life. There is no reason for high school students or college students
to become sexually active if they cannot support the existence of a new human life that comes from
God. That is not what sexual activity between a man and a woman is all about. Our young adults in our
high schools and colleges have to understand the nature of sexual activity.
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Conclusion
Scientists That Achieve Their Destiny
All scientists that achieve their destiny find God. That means that they are on a mission from
God to help Humanity to elevate its standard of living, to stop pain and suffering, and to help all of us to
find God through religion and science.
Scientists that achieve their destiny work directly for God and for the Holy Spirit. Scientists that
have accomplished this receive unlimited help, guidance, and support from the Holy Spirit. Humanity
also rewards such individuals by offering them positions of status in various government agencies,
corporations, and schools.
God watches over scientists that have been working with Him ever since they were kids. God
wants to help all scientists to help Him to achieve a common goal that will happen sooner or later. God
wants to achieve the Unification of Humanity under the United Nations. God wants scientists to help
Him to end all pain and suffering that exists within Humanity.
We have to understand that the suffering that we endure on a daily basis exhausts God and the
Holy Spirit. There is no longer any excuse for the suffering that we cause for God and for the Holy Spirit.
There is no excuse for the pain and suffering that we cause for each other. When will our cycle of
desperation end?
Special scientists, psychiatrists, and other mental health professionals will begin to work with
God and with the Holy Spirit to get our severely ill brothers and sisters the psychiatric care that they
deserve. We must do everything to save their lives before they become homeless or before they face
incarceration.
We have to care about our brothers and sisters that are less fortunate than ourselves. Our
scientific community has to work with God and hundreds of government agencies to develop programs
for people that are homeless and that are in desperate need of psychiatric treatment and other medical
treatment.
We have to work with scientists that are close to God to find ways to reach our children and
young adults to convince them to reject illegal drugs and alcohol even before they would ever be
exposed to drugs and alcohol. We can no longer allow our kids and young adults to disintegrate and to
self-destruct. We need to save the lives of our students even before they are engulfed in the inferno of
substance abuse.
We have to rely on our Medical Scientists, Psychiatrists, and other mental health professionals
to put an end to substance abuse in our grammar schools and high schools. This is an excellent goal to
achieve for all of our scientists that have found God in their lives and in their careers.
Our scientists that have found God can help us to find God by teaching us to help ourselves and
to help others under the direction of God and of the Holy Spirit. We should ask for help from God and
from the Holy Spirit. We should accept help from God and from the Holy Spirit because we need it now
more than ever before.
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Searching for God Within Humanity
We are all part of God. Our energy to exist as part of Humanity comes from the Existence of
God in our lives. We see images of God whenever we see a human lifeform or a nonhuman lifeform.
God’s creation is surely spectacular.
We search for God when we try to conduct a scientific investigation of our brothers and sisters
that exist as part of Humanity. We have to investigate why so many of us are suffering on a daily basis.
We have to investigate what we have to do to stop the violence and the self-destruction of human life
that has shattered God, the Holy Spirit, and Humanity. We have to have sympathy for God because of
the escalation of His daily suffering because of the wrongful deaths and the self-destructive nature of
those of us that are mentally ill and die before they can receive the psychiatric treatment that they so
desperately deserve.
The Spirit of God lives within all of us. He exists as a source of energy that helps us to continue
to live and to exist as part of His Creation. The self-destruction of human life is unacceptable and does
nothing but to hurt humanity and to hurt God. Our Human Family is sick because the wrongful deaths
that are making us suffer because of mentally ill persons that cannot find psychiatric treatment for their
desperation. Somebody has to care enough about these people to help them before they destroy
themselves and before they destroy others at the same time.
We can no longer support schools that graduate students that face incarceration in their lives.
We have to work with scientists, mental health professionals, educators, and world leaders to make sure
that our students understand that they cannot do things that will cause them to face incarceration.
They cannot be groomed to proceed to enjoy a life of crime after graduation. We must stop this once
and for all.
We have to develop programs that will educate our students about drugs, sexually transmitted
diseases, alcohol, smoking, and firearms. Our students need to visit prisons and correctional facilities
before they graduate from grammar school, high school, or college. Something has to be done to stop
our students from continuing to crash on us.
All students that graduate from a high school should understand how God creates human life
inside of God’s Factory of Human Life. They should understand the menstrual cycle, sexual intercourse,
a pregnancy, a birth, ovulation, and other topics once they achieve young adulthood. Why should we
keep knowledge about how their reproductive system functions from them until they are older than
eighteen years old? There is nothing that is particularly evil about how God tries to assemble a human
life inside of a woman that has become pregnant.
When is the right age to become sexually active? When is the right time for a young adult to
begin to date? Is it safe to date a member of the opposite gender in a dorm? When do a boyfriend and
girlfriend on a college campus feel safe in consummating their relationship?
We need to get our student family planning training and family planning counseling. We have to
stop our young boys and young girls from destroying themselves because it is the right thing to be
sexually active and to use protection at the same time on college campuses. There is no justification
whatsoever for the sexual exploitation of a female undergraduate student on a college campus.
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Finding God Through Helping Humanity
We work for God when we are on a mission to help our brothers and sisters either here in this
country or anywhere else in the world. We can volunteer our services to God or the government may
ask some of us to help in a humanitarian effort because of disaster.
God helps us to understand what He needs us to do to help our brothers and sisters who have
been involved in a catastrophic disaster. God might ask us to join crisis teams. We might provide
emotional support to the victims of the disaster. We might help them by praying with them.
We want to help our brothers and sisters that have faced a disaster when we have found God.
We want to work with God to do everything that we can to relieve the pain and suffering of the victims
of a disaster. We want the victims of a disaster to sense the Love of God that is trying to help them
when they deal with the way that we are trying to help them.
We can help our peers to come closer to finding God by teaching them how to help others that
are less fortunate than ourselves. We can teach our peers about how God will reward us for finding Him
through the way that we want to help others through our career or through the goodness of our heart.
Helping others might be part of our destiny. God will help us to receive the training and the
certifications that we will need in order to continue to achieve the goal of achieving a career that give us
the opportunity to help others all of the time.
We find God and we work with God every time that we attempt to help others that are less
fortunate than us. God appreciates our efforts and tries to reward us for trying hard to help Humanity.

Investigating the Creation of Human Life
We have to understand how to view sexual activity between a man and a woman. We have to
understand what God goes through when we are successful in convincing Him to create a new human
life for the husband and the wife. God can only begin assembling a new human life inside His Factory of
Human Life when a couple, a man and a woman, are successful in performing sexual intercourse. That
gives God the impression that they deserve the gift of a new human life. God then begins to assemble
the new human life and prepares to present it to its parents and to the world approximately nine
months later.
We find God when we are successful in working with God to achieve a pregnancy. We find God
when we can convince God to give us the gift of a new human life to love and to develop for the rest of
the son’s life or the daughter’s life. We have found God when we begin to care for our baby after
childbirth. Achieving childbirth is the ultimate way to work with our partner of the opposite gender to
find God.
God is responsible for helping parents to develop their infant child through the toddler years all
the way into the young adult years. It is the most powerful achievement for an adult to find God by
accepting the gift of a new human life from our Supreme Being after being in love with our partner of
the opposite gender for an extended period of time.
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What Does God Need Us to Achieve?
God wants all of the pain and suffering that exists in His Universe to end. He wants all of us to
work with the scientific community to bring a final resolution to the conflicts that we have between
each other that drive hatred and harmful thoughts for all of us.
God’s suffering has to end. We have to work with scientists to try to stop God from dropping
atomic bombs on our Human Nation. We believe that natural disasters will end when we come to a final
peace with each other and with God. We have to stop provoking God to use violence against us.
We have to groom our kids to become successful in their relationships and in their careers when
they graduate from grammar schools, high schools, and colleges. Graduating students that will face a
lifetime of criminal activity and incarceration is completely and totally unacceptable. We have to train
our kids to stop dreaming about doing things that will lead to their incarceration.
All students deserve the opportunity to pursue a relationship with God no matter what school
they attend. All of our students in both our public schools and religious schools need to understand
what their relationship with God can do for them in their lives. We have to make sure that our students
will understand that a person’s relationship with God is part of being a human being. We cannot deny
our students the opportunity and the right to be completely eligible to enjoy the benefits of being a
human being. That includes understanding that we all need to have an individual relationship with God.
We cannot continue to graduate students that will want to make a career out of dealing street
drugs. Our scientists, psychiatrists, psychotherapists, and other mental health professionals have to
teach our kids that substance abuse is wrong. Our kids should know the consequences of abusing illegal
drugs. Our kids should understand what their lives will be like if they disintegrate because they will get
hooked on dope. We must program our kids and young adults to reject drugs and alcohol completely.
We must help kids to understand what will wait for them if they use a firearm to commit a
crime. Our kids and young adults have to understand the dangers of being in possession of a firearm.
They should understand that they will probably never recover from what they have done if they are
convicted of an armed robbery. They should understand what happens if they try to hurt someone with
a firearm. They should try to understand what life in prison or in a correctional facility will be like for
the rest of their lives. We have to teach our kids that they should never commit crimes with firearms.
Our kids and young adults have to understand the consequences of engaging in under aged
sexual activity. They have to understand what happens if an under aged high school minor gets
pregnant with her boyfriend. They have to understand what happens if an undergraduate in a college
dorm gets pregnant. They have to understand how birth control devices can fail.
Our kids and young adults have to understand the reality of sexually transmitted diseases. They
have to understand how to engage in the high risk behaviors that would result in their infection with a
sexually transmitted disease. We have to teach our kids about the way that God becomes offended
when we engage in reckless sexual behaviors that do not agree with God. Our kids and young adults
need to understand what those types of sexual behaviors are and how to avoid engaging in high-risk
sexual behaviors completely.
Our kids and young adults will find God through science and through their relationship with God.

